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MEMBER FOR KIMBERLEY 
Leave of Absence — Motion 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Leader of the House) [12.29 pm]: I move — 
That the member for Kimberley be given leave of absence from the Legislative Assembly until 16 June 2020, 
on account of the current pandemic. 

I will speak very briefly to this. The reason behind this motion is, of course, in reference to standing orders 34 and 35, 
relating to leave of absence, as members are well aware. A number of our regional members are being paired 
during the COVID-19 pandemic and the amended operations of the Assembly I think rightfully make it appropriate 
that a number of our regional members are not present or not required to be present in the house. This is a standard 
process for those who may be reaching or breaching the number of the days that they are required to be on leave 
before formal leave is granted. I ask the house to support this motion. 
MR Z.R.F. KIRKUP (Dawesville) [12.31 pm]: Obviously, the opposition supports the motion, noting that the 
member for Kimberley has gone eight days without presence in the chamber. That is understandable, given the 
regional nature of her seat and the district that she serves. In supporting the motion and obviously noting that, any 
absence of nine consecutive days would stand as contempt of the chamber, of course that is not the intention of 
any member who is absent during this COVID pandemic, when they cannot get here or because their regional 
district means that it is difficult for them to travel, or for whatever other reason. It is worth the government and the 
Leader of the House considering looking at an option—we have already discussed it with the Clerk a number of 
days now—to have a group suspension for members who cannot be here in time due to COVID-19. I suspect that 
might impact more on members of the Nationals WA, given their regionality, but there are members of our party 
who cannot make it to the chamber, given we have such restricted seating arrangements here, and who may also 
be regional. It is probably worth us looking at a group motion, as it were, perhaps when we next sit. 
MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Leader of the House) [12.32 pm] — in reply: In the interests of collegial 
reconciliation, and all other matters regarding cooperation, I am sure that we can come to an agreement on that. 
Question put and passed. 
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